
08137: "fable inspired by a documentary about river sturgeons and really now

focusing on the human outsourcing of their eggs by a special sturgeon surgeon

character destroying the universal balance for the sake of profit"

10170: "folk met in a sunny fall traveling to italy to attend the baptism of my

best friend's son and meeting his relatives like a guy studying philosophy but

also the friends of my best friend's wife especially talking to a girl in love

like me with seneca and at last traveling back to the netherlands and chatting on

the train with a nice eastern african scholar"

04144:  "a  period  feeling  very  happy  with  my  kids  especially  taking  small

excursions with them in other cities like in utrecht and in rotterdam but also at

times feeling frustrated about how to go about communicating my work with my head

quite full in rethinking my website and beside that also starting to cut the metal

to make the textures of my mountain museum and simply work hard without really

feeling neither good nor bad"

13210: "films recorded now with the coming of the winter and my hands feeling

rather cold as usual pushing the stroller with my kids inside and eploring the

places in and around our dutch village but also making it to bigger cities in the

weekend such as to arnhem and later to utrecht still being pretty much always with

the kids and finding very nice places to feel despite the limiting options also

set forth by coronavirus pandemic"

02182:  "a  period  really  abstaining  from  watching  any  television  and  going

regularly to bed having a lot of dreams especially now with silvester starting to

sleep entire nights and also getting a few nightmares related to my building of

the museum in italy and some sexual dreams after a long sexual abstinence but then

towards the end waking up again way too early in the night and without having

clear dreams to remember"

14160: "still a month spent now fully in our dutch town fully dedicated to the

kids and with the kids getting several ideas perhaps at last however getting my

brin distracted by trying to think how to set up my new website but generally

getting quite some good ideas despite having to execute the drawings in whatever

improvised circumstance with myrthe working full time and the kids always on my

side often then drawing seating on the ground with my back on the sofa and little

livia looking"

10171: "helping out a french guy without any money and then photographing the much

attacked black piets during a christmas festivity before photographing a sicilian

friend of roberto and then some dutch folk parading with world war two american

jeeps"

09146: "still recording quite regularly my thoughts despite now also spending many

days cutting metal and preparing the textures for my museum without going so much



for walks but when going for walks at times just once again feeling a bit too

distracted by the kids requiring almost constant attention but nonetheless getting

quite some epiphanies about several issues and mostly trying to understand the

human tendency to blindly embrace ideologies"

06191: "still a period fully taking care of the children leaving no time to do

exercises by myself and yet managing to bring all the mosaic boxes up to the attic

training quite a bit as well as biking with the kids to the lake in beusichem

trying to keep a good speed but also doing quite an intense exercise having to

move the six meters long metal bars delivered in front of our house and dragging

them under the rain all the way down the road and in the backyard to later again

bike with the kids and again managing to drag an addition of forty one bars to the

backyard where i also set up a metal cutting and welding station"

08138: "a rather creative fable using a seastar with six tips as a persecuted jews

and  playing  a  bit  with  biblical  events  before  perhaps  repeating  the  plot  of

turning the character in an absolute tyrant maneuvering all other stars as gears

of a clock"

10172:  "traveling  a  new  route  down  the  belgian  ardenne  after  dropping  my

girlfriend younger brother to fetch his car there and ending up in middle of the

remembrance of a great battle with mostly belgian folk dressing up like american

troops and a few dressing like nazis and getting to chat with some in the actual

big monument commemorating the event and later driving south and stopping in the

beautiful city of strasbourg and exploring it despite the recent terrorist attack

there and meeting some bumps dressing up like santas or playing christmas songs

befor emaking it to italy and meeting there the super muscular boyfriend of my

step sister and some people in the sunny and nice villages south of the garda lake

where we awaited for august arrival"

15141:  "breathing  some  bad  traffic  air  especially  visiting  utrecht  and  later

rotterdam but also in the south of our dutch village on my way to visit my

neapolitan friend or to walk in the eco-village with the kids and beside also

breathing bad air cutting the many metal bars for the making of the textures of my

mountain museum despite making an effort to cover my mouth and keep outside"

03147: "still spending much time with the kids singing songs together or to them

particularly to entertain ourselves in the long afternoons waiting for myrthe to

come home and also singing with roberto some italian songs during his visits to us

with little sarah and also hearing songs during cas' birthday in the forest house

but then getting into a new locdown for the second wave of the pandemic and mostly

keeping isolated celebrating silvester's birthday alone in a cafe in den bosch

hearing some music there before all cafes got closed"

18154: "a month with quite some wind to begin trying to set up a tent in the

garden to cut and weld metal and then experiencing quite some cold wind walking



around with the kids and later biking with them with only a few days of absolutely

no wind and mostly bad weather and some strong wind in the night"

16158: "initially quite cold in the nethelrands with however some sunny days in

between also feeling the heat of the sun despite being in the middle of the winter

and then some gloomy day over the christamas holiday spent mostly cutting metal

and welding in the backyard yet with a very sunny christmas day"

12221: "a period with quite some news of minor casualties and then the new of a

lot of atrocities in ethiopia under the regime of the nobel prize winner for peace

and then no news of casualties for quite some days to suddenly erupt with many

news about deaths all over the world and sadly again in muslim countries"


